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Abstract: Studies have reported the incorporation of microorganisms into cement to promote the
formation of calcium carbonate in cracks of concrete, a process known as biomineralization. The paper
aims to improve the process of the cascade system for biomineralization in cement by identifying
the best hydrodynamic conditions in a reaction cell in order to increase the useful life of concrete
structures and, therefore, bring energy and environmental benefits. Two central composite rotatable
designs were used to establish the positioning of the air inlet and outlet in the lateral or upper
region of the geometry of the reaction cell. The geometries of the reaction cell were constructed in
SOLIDWORKS®, and computational fluid dynamics was performed using the Flow Simulation tool
of the same software. The results were submitted to statistical analysis. The best combination of
meshes for the simulation was global mesh 4 and local mesh 5. The statistical analysis applied to gas
velocity and pressure revealed that air flow rate was the factor with the greatest sensitivity, with R2

values up to 99.9%. The geometry with the air outlet and inlet in the lateral region was considered to
be the best option.

Keywords: aeration; biomineralization; concrete; computational fluid dynamics; energetic benefits;
planning of experiments

1. Introduction

Concrete, the most widely used construction material in the world, consists of cement,
fine and coarse aggregates, and water mixed in suitable proportions and is employed in
all types of civil engineering projects, such as street surfaces, buildings, residences, and
bridges. The wide availability of components, long durability, and favorable cost–benefit
ratio are the main reasons for the universal use of concrete in civil construction [1–3].

However, the low tensile strength makes concrete susceptible to the formation of
cracks, which places the durability of concrete structures at risk. Cracks and microcracks
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can lead to the deterioration of concrete structures, as aggressive liquids and gases can
penetrate the matrix and diminish the mechanical performance of such structures. The
use of self-healing concrete with a crack-healing mechanism triggered without human
intervention would be a highly beneficial solution for this problem [4].

Different types of microbial agents have recently been incorporated into concrete
to promote the healing of cracks through the precipitation of microbiologically induced
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) [5,6]. The biochemical process in which microorganisms induce
mineral precipitation is known as biomineralization [7]. This phenomenon usually takes
place when the organic matter is transformed, for any protecting or nutrition function, by
microorganisms (mainly bacteria and fungi) into inorganic compounds, mainly calcium
carbonate. The biomineralization of carbonate using microorganisms brings some benefits
to the concrete industry, such as increased concrete strength and compatibility of carbonate
with concrete, since this compound is one of the constituents of cement, in addition to the
advantage of being an environmentally correct option, which can reduce cement production.
The mineral resulting from the microbiologically induced calcium carbonate precipitation
may be in any of the three CaCO3 polymorphs, i.e., calcite, vaterite, or aragonite. Calcite
is preferable for bacteria-based self-generating concrete due to its greater thermodynamic
stability. The different pathways by which microorganisms are able to produce calcium
carbonate are broadly classified as autotrophic or heterotrophic [8,9]. The heterotrophic
group includes the oxidation of organic salts such as calcium lactate, which is the simplest
and safest pathway (Equation (1)):

CaC6H10O6 + 6O2 → CaCO3 + 5CO2 + 5H2O (1)

while the carbonation of calcium hydroxide to calcium carbonate is likely to occur both
chemically and through the action of autotrophic microorganisms (Equation (2)):

5CO2 + 5Ca(OH)2 → 5CaCO3 + 5H2O (2)

The seasonality of temperatures favors the formation of cracks in concrete due to
thermal retraction and expansion, resulting in greater thermal resistance of the concrete.
Even though air is a poor conductor of heat, under unfavorable conditions hot regions can
form in areas of factories, leading to unsuitable temperatures for workers and contributing
to a reduction in structure energetic effectiveness. In cases related to bridges, temperature
changes can cause structure thermal expansion, which generates the need for periodic
maintenance. Promising investigations regarding self-healing concrete are being carried
out with the aim of creating possibilities for eco-sustainable and energy-efficient ways to
seal cracks in concrete [8].

The construction sector consumes 40% of the world’s energy and is responsible for
about 30% of greenhouse gas emissions, generated mainly by the production of building
materials (such as those made in the steel, cement, and glass industries) and their trans-
port, as well as the construction, installation, and decoration of buildings and renovation,
maintenance, and demolition activities, among others [10,11]. A study carried out by Zhu
et al. [11] demonstrated that reduction in carbon emissions in the construction sector is
linked mainly to the implementation of energy-saving technologies in the steel, cement,
and construction industries, which have also improved industrial production and reduced
product prices. Zhang et al. [12] analyzed the use of the latest data-driven algorithms to
predict the health status of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and proposed a general prediction
process, including the acquisition of datasets for LIBs’ charging and discharging process,
data processing, features, and algorithm selection. LIBs can be a promising alternative to
mitigate the effects of greenhouse gases and contribute to energy issues, as they have been
used in various sectors due to their significant advantages. The high level of accuracy in
estimating battery health greatly increases safety and process reliability. Another excellent
alternative are the technologies developed on the subject of self-healing concrete, which can
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also help reduce greenhouse gases and energy consumption, mainly because they increase
the useful life of concrete structures.

Oxygen availability is a significant variable that affects the biomineralization of CaCO3.
Aerobic organisms use oxygen to grow, leading to the production of bioproducts under
certain conditions. Considering the robustness of bacterial groups in the exponential growth
phase and their significant role in the biomineralization of CaCO3, ensuring conditions
capable of enhancing bacterial growth is of paramount importance [13].

The design of experiments has been widely used in different fields of science and
industry to develop and optimize products and processes. It resorts to a set of statistical
tools aimed at systematically classifying and quantifying cause-and-effect relationships
between variables and outcomes in the process or phenomenon to be studied, which can
result (if this is the objective) in finding the configurations and conditions under which it is
optimized. The main objective of experimental design is to obtain the maximum quantity
of information to limit the number of necessary observations and therefore reduce the total
number of experiments needed [14,15].

Classic methods of experimental designing include complete factorial design, Plackett–
Burman design, central composite design, central composite rotatable design (CCRD),
and Box–Behnken design [16]. CCRD is a type of experimental design that enables the
investigation of the effects of multiple variables simultaneously. This method has the
additional benefit of requiring fewer experiments, and the results of the experiments enable
the determination of three-dimensional response surfaces and empirical mathematical
models for each response variable [17].

Even though the experimental elucidation of the mechanisms behind a phenomenon
is preferable due to the predictability of possible unforeseen events, the consumption of
resources and the limited number of experiments that can be conducted in practice may
render the obtainment of results concordant with reality unfeasible [18]. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) is a computer-based method to characterize, interpret, and quantify
fluid transport phenomena through a numeric solution of the Navier–Stokes equations
capable of replicating realistic scenarios with a three-dimensional (3D) domain under un-
stable conditions [19]. The Navier–Stokes formulations are equations of mass conservation,
momentum conservation, and energy conservation (Equations (3)–(5), respectively) [20]:
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ρ
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u
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where t is the time,
→
u is the vector velocity,

→
τ is the stress tensor, ρ is the density, P is the

static pressure,
→
g is the gravitational acceleration vector, k is the thermal conductivity, H is

the standard enthalpy, and T is the temperature [20].
One of the most important requirements for CFD is the generation of the mesh size,

the knowledge of whose influence is essential to produce precise results. The analysis of
different variables and the assessment of numerical results by comparison with classic
solutions enable obtaining an adequate mesh for a specific problem. The mesh genera-
tion process is considered a pre-processing step, as it is necessary prior to the solution of
the Navier–Stokes equations. The mesh is a data structure that contains all location and
topology information of the discretized domain, playing a critical role in the computational
efficiency and precision of the solution. Due to the complexity and diversity of the ge-
ometries, meshing has always been a complex process since the emergence of CFD and
has been widely studied in different fields of CFD, structure analysis, and other fields of
engineering [21,22].
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CFD can be used since the conceptual phase of a project to determine its viability and
the best solution for the study to be carried out and allow to represent various scenarios.
Therefore, this tool was used in this study, with the aid of experimental designs, to identify
the best hydrodynamic conditions in reactive cell for biomineralization, aiming to improve
the process of the cascade system for biomineralization in cement, in order to increase the
useful life of concrete structures and to ensure great energy and environmental benefits.

2. Materials and Methods

The present study was conducted to assist, guide, and maximize the results of the
cascade system for biomineralization in cement developed by Brasileiro et al. [23] and
displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Cascade system used to perform biomineralization in cement.

The construction of the system began with the filtering of data from the solubility
curve in the typical temperature range of the biomineralization process (5–35 ◦C). The aim
of the curve is to predict the maximum saturation threshold at each temperature to work
under conditions from the non-crystallization of water (above the freezing point) to the
optimal temperature (35 ◦C) for bacteria of the genus Bacillus. The volumetric air flow rate
of the system ranged from 0.5 to 4.0 L·min−1 [23].

2.1. Conceptual Model of Reaction Cells

The conceptual models of the reaction cells were conceived in two different forms,
differing in terms of position of the air inlet and outlet. Both the inlet and outlet were
in the lateral region in the former model (Figure 2a) and in the upper region in the latter
(Figure 2b). Both were composed of four basis parameters:

• Air flow rate (Q);
• Diameter of reaction cell (DiRC);
• Distance of air inlet (DI);
• Distance of air outlet (DO).
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the upper region.

2.2. Construction of Geometries of Reaction Cells

The geometries of the reaction cells were constructed using the SOLIDWORKS®

2020 software (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Each was developed in
accordance with the dimensions specified in the factorial design described in the next
subsection and respecting the position of the air inlets and outlets displayed in Figure 2.

The material defined for the geometries was glass, the properties of which are defined
according to the library of materials predetermined in the software.

The construction of the geometries was complemented with some standard dimensions
used in all geometries produced, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Standard construction dimensions used for reaction cells.

Standard Dimensions Size (cm)

Total height of reaction cell 8.0
Length of air inlets and outlets 2.0

Diameter of air inlet and outlet tubes 0.6
Wall thickness 0.001

2.3. Factorial Designs for Investigation of Oxygen Distribution in the Reaction Cells

The experiments were conducted following two factorial CCRDs, as this type of
experimental design has greater division of levels and greater analysis properties of the
estimated effects than others. Four variables were studied for each factorial design. Both
CCRDs had +2.00 and −2.00 cubic level, the steps were the same, and the total number of
experiments was 28 [24]. However, the use of CFD applied to the CCRD data generates
the absence of unforeseen events, resulting in 25 runs for each factorial design, with the
discarding of runs 26 to 28, which were repetitions of run 25.

The two factorial designs were divided according to the position of the air inlets
and outlets (lateral and upper regions of the reaction cell geometry); therefore, they were
denominated: (1) lateral inlet and outlet factorial design and (2) upper inlet and outlet
factorial design.

2.3.1. Lateral Inlet and Outlet Factorial Design

The variables of interest in the lateral inlet and outlet factorial design were air flow
rate (L/min), reaction cell diameter (cm), distance of air inlet (cm), and distance of air
outlet (cm). Table 2 lists the coded values of the levels, the diameter of the reaction cell,
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and the distance of both the air inlet and air outlet, while Table 3 summarizes the matrix of
runs, whose results served as a basis to help the construction of such a geometry.

Table 2. Matrix of levels used in the factorial design for the lateral inlet and outlet configuration.

Level Q (L/min) DiRC (cm) DI (cm) DO (cm)

−2.00 1.0 5.0 2.0 2.0
−1.00 1.5 6.0 2.5 2.5
0.00 2.0 7.0 3.0 3.0
1.00 2.5 8.0 3.5 3.5
2.00 3.0 9.0 4.0 4.0

Q = Air flow rate; DiRC = Diameter of reaction cell; DI = Distance of air inlet; DO = Distance of air outlet.

Table 3. Matrix of runs performed according to the lateral inlet and outlet factorial design.

Run Q (L/min) DiRC (cm) DI (cm) DO (cm)

1 1.5 6.0 2.5 2.5
2 2.5 6.0 2.5 2.5
3 1.5 8.0 2.5 2.5
4 2.5 8.0 2.5 2.5
5 1.5 6.0 3.5 2.5
6 2.5 6.0 3.5 2.5
7 1.5 8.0 3.5 2.5
8 2.5 8.0 3.5 2.5
9 1.5 6.0 2.5 3.5
10 2.5 6.0 2.5 3.5
11 1.5 8.0 2.5 3.5
12 2.5 8.0 2.5 3.5
13 1.5 6.0 3.5 3.5
14 2.5 6.0 3.5 3.5
15 1.5 8.0 3.5 3.5
16 2.5 8.0 3.5 3.5
17 1.0 7.0 3.0 3.0
18 3.0 7.0 3.0 3.0
19 2.0 5.0 3.0 3.0
20 2.0 9.0 3.0 3.0
21 2.0 7.0 2.0 3.0
22 2.0 7.0 4.0 3.0
23 2.0 7.0 3.0 2.0
24 2.0 7.0 3.0 4.0
25 2.0 7.0 3.0 3.0

Q = Air flow rate; DiRC = Diameter of reaction cell; DI = Distance of air inlet; DO = Distance of air outlet.

2.3.2. Upper Inlet and Outlet Factorial Design

The variables of interest in the upper inlet and outlet factorial design were the same
as for the one presented in the previous subsection, with Tables 4 and 5 summarizing the
corresponding coded values of levels and run matrix. The values gathered in Table 5 served
as the basis for the construction of such a geometry.

Table 4. Matrix of levels used in the factorial design for the upper inlet and outlet configuration.

Level Q (L/min) DiRC (cm) DI (cm) DO (cm)

−2.00 2.0 7.0 1.75 1.75
−1.00 2.5 8.0 2.00 2.00
0.00 3.0 9.0 2.25 2.25
1.00 3.5 10.0 2.50 2.50
2.00 4.0 11.0 2.75 2.75

Q = Air flow rate; DiRC = Diameter of reaction cell; DI = Distance of air inlet; DO = Distance of air outlet.
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Table 5. Matrix of runs performed according to the upper inlet and outlet factorial design.

Run Q (L/min) DiRC (cm) DI (cm) DO (cm)

1 2.5 8.0 2.00 2.00
2 3.5 8.0 2.00 2.00
3 2.5 10.0 2.00 2.00
4 3.5 10.0 2.00 2.00
5 2.5 8.0 2.50 2.00
6 3.5 8.0 2.50 2.00
7 2.5 10.0 2.50 2.00
8 3.5 10.0 2.50 2.00
9 2.5 8.0 2.00 2.50
10 3.5 8.0 2.00 2.50
11 2.5 10.0 2.00 2.50
12 3.5 10.0 2.00 2.50
13 2.5 8.0 2.50 2.50
14 3.5 8.0 2.50 2.50
15 2.5 10.0 2.50 2.50
16 3.5 10.0 2.50 2.50
17 2.0 9.0 2.25 2.25
18 4.0 9.0 2.25 2.25
19 3.0 7.0 2.25 2.25
20 3.0 11.0 2.25 2.25
21 3.0 9.0 1.75 2.25
22 3.0 9.0 2.75 2.25
23 3.0 9.0 2.25 1.75
24 3.0 9.0 2.25 2.75
25 3.0 9.0 2.25 2.25

Q = Air flow rate; DiRC = Diameter of reaction cell; DI = Distance of air inlet; DO = Distance of air outlet.

2.4. Computational Flow Dynamics

Numerical models were constructed in SOLIDWORKS®, and the simulation study
was performed using the Flow Simulation tool of the software. SOLIDWORKS® Flow
Simulation is a new class of CFD analysis software used for the study of fluid transport
phenomena [25].

The Q values listed in Tables 3 and 5, together with the specific parameters listed in
Table 6, were adjusted in SOLIDWORKS®, and computational simulations were performed
using the selected geometries of the reaction cells.

Table 6. Operating parameters used in simulations.

Working Parameter Definition

Working system International System of Units (SI)
Temperature ◦C

Type of analysis Internal
Consider closed cavities Exclude cavities with no flow conditions
Physical characteristics Gravity

Fluid Air
Flow type Laminar

Standard thermal condition of wall 35 ◦C
Roughness of wall 2 µm

Pressure 101,325 Pa
Temperature 35 ◦C

Contour condition of inlet Input flow rate (Q)
Contour condition of outlet Ambient pressure

2.5. Mesh Convergence Study

The mesh convergence study consists of determining if the mesh is sufficiently refined
to identify flow characteristics and to obtain more reliable results. For this purpose, a
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comparative analysis of two or more meshes with different degrees of refinement is sug-
gested [26]. In this study, all geometries were used, as addressed in Section 2.2, using the
working parameters listed in Table 6.

The global mesh defined for all geometries of the reaction cells was level 4 (ranging
from level 1 to 7 according to the standard configuration of the software). To perform
the mesh convergence study, it was necessary to make local refinements in the regions
of greater flow of the geometry (inlets and outlets). For these local refinements (ranging
from level 0 to 9 according to the standard configuration of the software), levels 0 to 6 were
analyzed. To make this study possible, a line was traced in the outlet region of each cell
vertical to the flow of the fluid in the central region of the tube and 1 cm from the end of
the tube, as shown in Figure 3. The aim was to capture the entire velocity profile along the
line to obtain data from all refinements and to perform graphic analyses to enable defining
the best mesh for the development of simulations.
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Figure 3. (a) Model of geometry of lateral inlet and outlet with line traced to 1 cm from the end of the
air outlet tube; (b) Model of geometry of upper inlet and outlet with line traced to 1 cm from the end
of the air outlet tube.

2.6. Velocity and Pressure Studies

After the definition of the best meshes to be used in the simulations, air velocity and
pressure set in the reaction cells were investigated. Two different analyses were performed
for these variables, i.e., a global analysis of the two factors and a personalized one in a
region of interest in which the position of a biocement layer is projected for future works.
This region was located at a distance of 7 cm from the upper region of the object, and a
line was established according to the diameter of each geometry, as shown in Figure 4.
Data from some points on this line were captured through interpolations with the aim of
visualizing velocity and pressure behavior in this particular region, the data of which can
serve for subsequent statistical analyses.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

The velocity and pressure results in a specific region obtained in Section 2.6 were used for
the statistical analyses with the aid of the Statistica 10.0 program (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK, USA)
for the modeling of data.
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Figure 4. (a) Model of geometry with lateral inlet and outlet with line drawn at 7 cm from the upper
region of reaction cell; (b) Model of geometry with upper inlet and outlet with line drawn at 7 cm
from the upper region of reaction cell.

3. Results

The mesh convergence study, investigations using CFD simulations for velocity and
pressure, and statistical analysis were performed to determine the best operating conditions.

3.1. Mesh Convergence Study

The mesh convergence study was evaluated using different graphs made from the
results of computational simulations. A tendency toward convergence was found in all the
cases studied. The main variable in this study was velocity, through which the time of the
central processing unit (CPU) employed in each refinement was also used for all runs. It
is evident in Figures 5 and 6, which illustrate the results of the analysis of velocity versus
length for the different refinements, the formation of parabolas in all the cases studied,
which may be associated with the fact that the flow was fully developed. Therefore, the
velocity profile was parabolic for laminar flow, which is the case of this study. Dispersion
occurred in the initial refinements, but the behavior of the curves tended to stabilize and
converge with further refinement of the region of interest in such a way that one curve
overlapped the others.
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Figure 6. Velocity versus length for different mesh refinements for the geometry with upper air inlet
and outlet.

Figures 7 and 8 show the behavior of the maximum velocity of each refinement versus
the total number of mesh cells. Linearity was found in all cases, as the curve tended to
converge independently of the increase in the total number of cells.
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with upper air inlet and outlet.

From Figures 9 and 10, which show the results of the analysis of CPU time versus
the total number of mesh cells, it is evident the disparity found among the parameters in
all runs, especially in the last two points of the graph, which refer to level 5 and level 6
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refinement. The total number of mesh cells grew by three or four times when the refinement
level was increased from 5 to 6, and the computational effort was correspondingly higher.
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Figure 10. Time of central processing unit (CPU) versus total number of mesh cells for the geometry
with upper air inlet and outlet.

Tables 7 and 8 list the representations of the best combinations of global and local
meshes for each run, the numbers of mesh cells, and operating times generated by these
mesh combinations for the geometries with lateral and upper air inlet and outlet, respec-
tively. In both models, the local mesh of refinement on level 5 was considered the most
adequate for simulations based on the entire graphic analysis, and the global mesh on
level 4 was selected with the aim of greater precision in the results.

Table 7. Representation of best combinations of global and local meshes for each run, number of
mesh cells, and time of central processing unit (CPU) generated by these mesh combinations for the
geometry with lateral air inlet and outlet.

Run Total Number of Mesh Cells CPU Time (s)

1 97,867 374
2 96,322 512
3 72,649 313
4 74,356 376
5 99,563 352
6 92,883 423
7 71,866 309
8 72,571 334
9 95,869 379
10 97,995 447
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Table 7. Cont.

Run Total Number of Mesh Cells CPU Time (s)

11 76,073 308
12 77,433 357
13 98,167 336
14 102,552 414
15 77,668 404
16 71,576 691
17 80,647 459
18 77,454 444
19 110,969 400
20 61,536 471
21 80,836 457
22 81,680 341
23 83,453 362
24 81,675 449
25 79,594 281

Figures 11 and 12 depict the best topologies of the discretized domains of the meshes
after the convergence study for the two models of geometric configuration.
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Table 8. Representation of best combinations of global and local meshes for each run, number of
mesh cells, and time of central processing unit (CPU) generated by these mesh combinations for the
geometry with upper air inlet and outlet.

Run Total Number of Mesh Cells CPU Time (s)

1 74,393 369
2 83,326 511
3 66,487 927
4 65,374 671
5 77,516 358
6 84,140 374
7 65,217 377
8 64,102 611
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Table 8. Cont.

Run Total Number of Mesh Cells CPU Time (s)

9 85,438 890
10 87,247 1333
11 61,874 455
12 62,396 490
13 83,749 359
14 87,232 374
15 59,558 243
16 62,351 269
17 80,308 391
18 81,577 626
19 102,110 375
20 55,496 404
21 73,166 313
22 79,710 356
23 73,034 443
24 78,307 752
25 76,280 540
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3.2. Results of CFD Simulation for Velocity and Pressure

The results of the CFD simulations for velocity and pressure revealed some tendencies
regardless of the type of selected geometry.

As shown in Figures 13 and 14 as well as Figures S1–S48 of the Supplementary Material,
air flow rate (L/min) exerted the greatest impact on the air velocity in the reaction cells in
all the runs. In particular, the higher the values of Q used in the simulations, the higher
those of air velocity.
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Figure 13. Air velocity in reaction cell and current lines, in run 1, for the geometry with lateral air
inlet and outlet. Q = 1.5 L/min; DiRC = 6.0 cm; DI = 2.5 cm; DO = 2.5 cm.
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Figure 14. Air velocity in reaction cell and current lines, in run 1, for the geometry with upper air
inlet and outlet. Q = 2.5 L/min; DiRC = 8.0 cm; DI = 2.0 cm; DO = 2.0 cm.

As shown in Figures 15 and 16 as well as Figures S49–S96 of the Supplementary
Material, which correspond to the internal pressure of the reaction cell, moderate pressure
variation was found for all geometries, with values around the previously established
working parameter (101,325 Pa—standard atmospheric pressure at average sea level).
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Figure 15. Internal pressure in the reaction cell and current lines, in run 1, for the geometry with
lateral air inlet and outlet. Q = 1.5 L/min; DiRC = 6.0 cm; DI = 2.5 cm; DO = 2.5 cm.
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Figure 16. Internal pressure in the reaction cell and current lines, in run 1, for the geometry with
upper air inlet and outlet. Q = 2.5 L/min; DiRC = 8.0 cm; DI = 2.0 cm; DO = 2.0 cm.

The current lines presented in all models for velocity and pressure for both geometries
reveal the trajectory of air particles in the form of lines. One can see that the reaction cell is
completely filled with air, demonstrating excellent air availability in the cell.

Comparing the above figures showing air velocity and internal pressure in the reaction
cells, one can consider the effects of Bernoulli’s principle on these resolutions, even with
the discrete pressure values.

3.3. Statistical Analysis of Velocity and Pressure Results Obtained in a Specific Region

The representation of a given phenomenon through a model is often time-consuming,
reflecting the concern with finding a more adequate path in the search of an optimization.
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The table of effects, analysis of variance (ANOVA), analysis of residuals, contour graphs, and
surface graphs are essential tools to drive researchers in the direction they should follow.

Therefore, the results of internal pressure and air velocity, which were selected as
responses in the present study, were analyzed via CFD in a specific region for factorial
design with lateral and upper inlets and outlets to propose the best conditions aiming to
optimize the process.

3.3.1. Geometry with Lateral Air Inlet and Outlet

Table 9 lists the results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) applied to the air velocity in
the reaction cell for the geometry with lateral air inlet and outlet. The significant p-values with
a 95% confidence level demonstrate that air flow rate had a substantial impact on velocity,
with the distances of air inlet and outlet exerting significant effects on the selected variable.

Table 9. Results of the analysis of variance applied to the air velocity in the reaction cell with lateral
air inlet and outlet geometry.

Factor Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F p-Value

Air flow rate 1 0.008812 0.008812 92.44991 0.000000
Distance of air inlet 1 0.002955 0.002955 31.00290 0.000016

Distance of air outlet 1 0.001714 0.001714 17.98236 0.000366
Error 21 0.002002 0.000095

Total sum of squares 24 0.015482

Equation (6) represents the mathematical model found for air velocity (V) in the
reaction cell with this geometry including the statistically significant terms, for which the
coefficient of determination

(
R2) was 87.1%:

V = 0.06 + 0.02Q + 0.01DI − 0.01DO (6)

while Figure 17, which displays the graph of predicted versus observed values of this
response, reveals a satisfactory fit to the experimental data and few residuals, thus giving
greater reliability to the results obtained.

Figure 18 illustrates the 2D response surface graphs of the interactive effects of sta-
tistically significant variables on velocity for this geometry. In particular, panels (a) and
(b) point out an increase in velocity with the increase in air flow rate, which reveals that
this parameter had the most important effect. However, the most significant values of the
distances of air inlet and outlet were, in this case, the ones corresponding to the highest and
lowest levels, respectively. This antagonism, which indeed was expected for these analyses,
is confirmed in panel (c).

Similarly, Table 10 lists the results of ANOVA applied to the internal pressure in the
reaction cell for the same geometry, which was performed with a 95% confidence level. The
p-values reveal the statistical significance of the linear and quadratic effects of air flow rate
as well as that of the interaction between distances of air inlet and outlet, the first of them
being the most impactful.
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Figure 18. 2D contour graph of the interaction effects for the lateral air inlet and outlet geometry.
Simultaneous effects on velocity exerted by (a) distance of air inlet and air flow rate; (b) distance of
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Table 10. Results of the analysis of variance applied to the internal pressure in the reaction cell with
lateral air inlet and outlet geometry.

Factor Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F p-Value

Air flow rate (linear) 1 14.10721 14.10721 784.2383 0.000000
Air flow rate (quadratic) 1 0.08747 0.08747 4.8626 0.038729
Distance of air inlet and

outlet 1 0.28101 0.28101 15.6217 0.000728

Error 21 0.37776 0.01799
Total sum of squares 24 14.85345

Equation (7) represents the mathematical model found for internal pressure (P) in the
reaction cell with this geometry including the statistically significant effects ( R2 = 97.5%

)
:

P = 101326.7 + 0.8Q + 0.1Q2 − 0.1DIDO (7)

while Figure 19 displays the graph of predicted versus observed values. The excellent fit
to the experimental data observed in this case, with a few residuals quite close to the line,
confirms the accuracy of the model.
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Figure 19. Predicted versus observed values of internal pressure in the reaction cell with lateral air
inlet and outlet geometry.

Similarly to what was performed for the other geometry, Figure 20 illustrates the 2D
response surface graphs of the effects of the statistically significant variables on internal
pressure for the geometry with lateral air inlet and outlet. Panels (a) and (b) show quite similar
characteristics. An increase in pressure, albeit discrete, was found with the increase in air flow
rate, and the effect of distance was even more discrete. The graph was generated setting the
distance of the air outlet at level +1. Panel (c) shows a tendency toward a small increase in
pressure when both distances are at levels +1, −1 or −1, +1 due to the term with the negative
sign (Equation (7)). The graph was generated setting the air flow rate level at zero.
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Figure 20. 2D contour graph of the interaction effects for the lateral air inlet and outlet geometry.
Simultaneous effects on internal pressure exerted by (a) distance of air inlet and air flow rate; (b)
distance of air outlet and air flow rate; (c) distance of air inlet and distance of air outlet.

3.3.2. Geometry with Upper Air Inlet and Outlet

The results gathered in the ANOVA table (Table 11) for air velocity in the reaction
cell with upper air inlet and outlet geometry point out the statistical significance of the
linear effects of air flow rate, reaction cell diameter, and distance of air inlet as well as the
combination of reaction cell diameter and distance of air inlet.

Table 11. Results of the analysis of variance applied to the air velocity in the reaction cell with upper
air inlet and outlet geometry.

Factor Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F p-Value

Air flow rate 1 0.039750 0.039750 36.35577 0.000007
Reaction cell diameter 1 0.005057 0.005057 4.62556 0.043906

Distance of air inlet 1 0.007008 0.007008 6.40947 0.019841
Reaction cell diameter and

distance of air inlet 1 0.020406 0.020406 18.66305 0.000333

Error 20 0.021867 0.001093
Total sum of squares 24 0.094089

The mathematical model of V in the reaction cell with this geometry accounting for
the statistically significant effects (R2 = 76.8%) is described by the equation:

V = 0.216 + 0.041Q− 0.015DiRC + 0.017DI + 0.036DiRCDI (8)

while Figure 21 depicts the graph of predicted versus observed values of this response. A
satisfactory fit to the experimental data was found, despite a slight dispersion close to the line.
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Figure 21. Predicted versus observed values of air velocity in the reaction cell with upper air inlet
and outlet geometry.

Figure 22 shows the 2D response surface graphs of the interactive effects of statistically
significant variables on velocity for this geometry. Panel (a) points out an increase in
velocity with the increase in air flow rate. Moreover, a slight increase in velocity was found
with the reduction in the diameter of the reaction cell. Panel (b) shows an increase in
velocity with the increase in air flow rate as well as a slight increase in velocity with the
increase in the distance of the air inlet. Panel (c), which illustrates the combined effect of
both distances, reveals a tendency toward a slight increase in velocity when they are at
levels +1, +1 or −1, −1 due to the term with the positive sign (Equation (8)). The graph
was generated setting the air flow rate level at 0.

Table 12 lists the ANOVA results regarding the internal pressure in the reaction cell
for the same geometry. The p-values with a 95% confidence level revealed statistically
significant effects of air flow rate (both linear and quadratic effects) and reaction cell
diameter as well as of interaction between air flow rate (linear) and reaction cell diameter.

Table 12. Results of the analysis of variance applied to the internal pressure in the reaction cell with
upper air inlet and outlet geometry.

Factor Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F p-Value

Air flow rate (linear) 1 36.45345 36.45345 31,962.19 0.000000
Air flow rate (quadratic) 1 0.18768 0.18768 164.56 0.000000
Reaction cell diameter 1 0.01592 0.01592 13.96 0.001304

Air flow rate (linear) and
reaction cell diameter 1 0.01193 0.01193 10.46 0.004154

Error 20 0.02281 0.00114
Total sum of squares 24 36.69179

Equation (9) represents the mathematical model found for P in the reaction cell with
this geometry considering the statistically significant effects (R2 = 99.9%):

P = 101329.0 + 1.2Q + 0.1Q2 + 0.026DiRC + 0.027QDiRC (9)

while Figure 23 displays the graph of predicted versus observed values of this response.
The fit was excellent since all the points fell basically on the line almost without residuals,
thereby confirming the reliability of the results obtained.
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Figure 23. Predicted versus observed values of internal pressure in the reaction cell with upper air
inlet and outlet geometry.

Finally, Figure 24 illustrates the 2D response surface graph of the interactive effects of
the statistically significant variables on internal pressure for this geometry. Air flow rate
was the most impacting factor, in that its increase is associated with an increase in pressure.
In contrast, pressure was practically the same regardless of the reaction cell diameter.
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Figure 24. 2D contour graph of interaction effects of reaction cell diameter and air flow rate on the
internal pressure for the upper air inlet and outlet geometry.

4. Discussion
4.1. Mesh Convergence Study

Flow Simulation considers the real model created in SOLIDWORKS and automatically
generates a rectangular computational mesh in the computational domain distinguishing
fluid and solid domains. In the meshing process, the computational domain is divided into
uniform rectangular cells of parallelepiped shape that form the basic mesh. Using infor-
mation on the geometry of the model, the contour conditions, and the specified objectives,
Flow Simulation then constructs the mesh further through various refinements (division
of the cells of the basic mesh into smaller cells), thus providing a better representation
of the model and regions of the fluid. The initial mesh is defined by the basic mesh and
refinement configurations [27].

In the study by Hoiberg and Shah [28], the velocity component was selected for the
convergence study, as its magnitude was significantly greater than that of the other compo-
nents and had a significant impact on sedimentation. According to Martins et al. [29], the
most efficient meshes are those that meet two criteria: maximum precision and minimum
computational effort, i.e., less CPU time.

Hoiberg and Shah [28] investigated the independence of the mesh by simulating it on
three levels. The quantitative predictions were in strict agreement, with discrepancies of
approximately 10%. Thus, the results were considered sufficiently independent, and the
geometry with approximately 1.5 million cells was used in the simulation.

Palanisamy and Ayalur [25] found less than 5% variation in the parameters analyzed
between refinement levels 5 and 6, with total cell counts of 2,280,800 and 4,820,487.

Serra and Semiao [30] analyzed the CPU time and number of cells necessary for
convergence in the most efficient scenario of the study and achieved improvements ranging
from 1 to 39% fewer iterations and 10 and 185% shorter CPU time in comparison to the
other variables studied.

According to SolidWorks [27], if the estimated ratios are not too large, creating the
mesh with the configurations of the standard mesh (automatic) is recommended, beginning
with global mesh level 3 if the geometry of the model and flow field are relatively smooth,
whereas mesh level 4 or 5 is recommended for more complex problems.

4.2. Results of CFD Simulation of Velocity and Pressure

Minto et al. [31] developed a field-scale reactive transport model in OpenFOAM
CFD software for microbially induced carbonate precipitation (MICP) that captures the
key processes of bacteria transport and attachment, urea hydrolysis, tractable CaCO3
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precipitation, and modification of the porous media in terms of porosity and permeability.
The results of this model, which was named biogroutFoam, pointed out the need to model
bacterial adhesion as a function of fluid velocity and suggested that the adoption of phased
injection strategies can lead to uniform precipitation in a porous medium.

In the CFD simulations performed by Zand and Saidi [32], the use of secondary jet
inlets in regular spouted beds was effective in regulating the volume of air in the annulus,
which conventionally has insufficient air flow rate. According to the built geometries, the
fraction of air volume was doubled, at least in configurations with high velocity of the
injection gas.

Ambedkar and Dutta [33] simulated a vortex tube with five types of inert gas to
understand the influence of different properties of these gases on flow phenomena and
thermal performance of the vortex tube in broad ranges of cold mass fraction and inlet
pressure. Even though the nature of the contour of the axial velocity was similar for all
gases, the magnitude of axial velocity strongly depended on the gas molar mass, and the
gas density increased with the increase in molar mass. This diminished the magnitude of
the axial velocity of the gas within the vortex tube to follow the conservation of momentum.

Jing et al. [34] found that static pressure profiles of the wall in a Venturi tube had
a descending tendency in the convergent section under different conditions, with a faster
reduction in pressure closer to the throat section. Moreover, the pressure on the wall increased
gradually in the divergent section, but the outlet pressure was still lower than the inlet one.
The same authors also reported that when a wet gas flows through the Venturi tube, the
pressure diminishes and the flow velocity increases in the convergent section, and this
tendency continues until the throat section reaches the peak. This process is in line with
Bernoulli’s principle, by way of which Thompson and Hardy [35] stated that the pressure or
the sum of kinetic energies and potential of a fluid current moving through a tube is constant.
If the gas moves with laminar flow, the kinetic energy of the fluid increases as it moves
through a constriction in a tube; therefore, the potential energy should drop according to the
law of conservation of energy in order to maintain the total sum of energy constant.

In fluid mechanics, current lines are the trajectories of imaginary particles suspended
in and transported by the fluid. With permanent flow, the fluid is in movement, but the
current lines are fixed and instantaneously tangent to the flow velocity vector [36].

4.3. Statistical Analysis of Results of Velocity and Pressure Obtained in a Specific Region

Hadibafekr et al. [37] developed a study in which 25 CFD experiments were designed
by central composite design (CCD) and conducted in a wavy lobed heat exchanger. Appro-
priate regression models for objective functions, i.e., Nusselt number ratio, friction factor
ratio, performance evaluation criteria, and entropy generation number, were examined
using statistical tools. According to the ANOVA results, the R2 of the reduced models was
between 94.82% and 98.37%, indicating an acceptable precision of the models.

Carrero et al. [38] evaluated the mechanical properties of self-healing styrene-butadiene
rubber compounds reinforced with ground tire rubber (GTR), where the influence of the
microstructural GTR characteristics on the mechanical performance was studied through a
statistical analysis based on the design of experiments methodology. Due to the complexity
of the study, two full factorials were designed. It was possible to establish that decreasing
network density and its interactions with surface area and filler amount were statistically
significant for the tensile strength. The p-value obtained was less than 0.05, while R2

exceeded 98% under all the conditions studied, which demonstrates the reliability of the
factorial response.

Lysova et al. [39] carried out a study on the behavior of a countercurrent tube-in-tube
heat exchanger for fluid foods and simulated it under different operating conditions using
CFD. Three independent variables (product velocity, inlet product temperature, and inlet
water temperature) and two responses (outlet product temperature and pressure drop
across the heat exchanger) were chosen, the selected product being a water suspension
of 0.1% (w/w) gellan gum powder. Statistical analyses were performed on the results of
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both responses predicted by CFD simulations, and ANOVA was performed to determine
whether the model and its terms were statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). For both
estimated responses, the quadratic model and all its terms were significant, except for the
product of the two input temperatures, and the R2 values very close to 1, thus demonstrat-
ing its very good predicting performance. The pressure drop was influenced mainly by the
product velocity, whereas product and water temperatures exerted a lower impact. The
strongest positive effect on the inlet product temperature was exerted by water temperature,
whereas an increase in product velocity led to a lower increase in product temperature, as
the fluid residence time within the heat exchanger was reduced.

Yu et al. [40] carried out a study with the objective of designing and optimizing a new
constructal regenerator with annular bifurcation to reduce the flow and axial losses by heat
conduction in the regenerator using CFD and design of experiments. To further validate the
accuracy of the quadratic polynomial regression models, the authors made comparisons
between actual and predicted numerical values, and the points were shown to be uniformly
distributed around the diagonal line. Since the mean deviations between predicted and
actual values were only 9.7% and 8.2% for global friction factor and number of heat transfer
units, respectively, they concluded, resorting to ANOVA, that the regression model was
sufficiently accurate to predict the performance of the regenerator.

Zhang et al. [41] carried out a parametric evaluation of the main characteristics of a
geometric design for a pressure relief valve (PRV) with a back pressure chamber and two
adjustment rings. The work was conducted using CFD to model the dynamic performance
of the opening and closing of a nuclear power main steam pressure relief valve (NPMS
PRV), while a CCD and response surface methodology (RSM) were used to evaluate the
effect of the position of adjustment elements on the discharge. The values predicted by the
model equation for blowdown proved to be in satisfactory agreement with the observed
ones, indicating that the developed regression quadratic models can be used to precisely
estimate the factors of response for any variable that is in the numerical design range. This
agreement was also confirmed by the adequate precision (AP) value (> 4) for the blowdown
response. Therefore, it was possible to verify that the predicted model can be used to
navigate the design space defined by the CCD procedure.

5. Conclusions

In the present work, simulations with computational fluid dynamics and experimental
planning were used to optimize the geometry of a reaction cell in a cement biomineralization
process. The effects of air flow, reaction cell diameter, distance of air inlet and outlet on air
velocity, and internal pressure in the cell were investigated. The following conclusions can
be drawn from the present study:

1. The mesh convergence study gave reliable results, providing efficient meshes with
maximum precision and minimum computational effort. Global mesh 4 and local
mesh 5 were defined as the most adequate for all the runs.

2. The results of simulations using computational fluid dynamics in the reaction cell
revealed that air flow rate had the strongest positive impact on the air velocity. On the
other hand, the internal pressure in the reaction cell varied little and remained close
to ambient pressure, which was expected as temperature and pressure were constant.

3. In the statistical analyses for the geometry with the lateral air inlet and outlet, a
certain mirroring in the factors was found for air velocity and internal pressure, as
the statistically significant effects were those of air flow rate, distance of air inlet, and
distance of air outlet. Air flow rate was the main factor, since its increase led to an
increase in velocity, corroborating the previous analyses. In contrast, reaction cell
diameter had no statistically significant effect.

4. The statistical analyses for the geometry with the upper air inlet and outlet also
revealed that air flow rate was the main factor for both air velocity and internal
pressure, with an increase in velocity resulting from the increase in air flow rate,
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corroborating the previous analyses. Moreover, reaction cell diameter and distance of
air inlet also had a statistically significant effect on air velocity.

5. Finally, in view of the data studied and according to the statistical analyses carried
out, the most suitable reaction cell configuration for future applications in the cascade
system for biomineralization in cement is the one with the air inlet and outlet in the
lateral region. This geometry model has been selected as the most appropriate thanks
to the repetition of statistically significant effects of air flow rate and distance of air
inlet and outlet on the two studied responses, i.e., the air velocity and the internal
pressure in the reaction cell. In this case, it would be possible to preserve the cell size,
for instance, the diameter of air injection pipes as well as the reaction cell entrance
and exit, by simply allocating them laterally. As this change would not require any
increase in cell size, being just a position change, no additional cost to the project
would be expected. In contrast, since the diameter had a statistically significant effect
on the geometry with the air inlet and outlet in the upper region, the variation of this
factor would imply a cost increase.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en16083597/s1, Figures S1–S48: Air flow rate velocity in the reaction
cell and streamlines; Figures S49–S96: Internal pressure in the reaction cell and the streamlines.
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